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Schedule

● Important Deadlines
● Proposals
● Vision statement

○ The WHY
○ The HOW

● Curriculum Rationale: What is expected?
● Finding a Faculty Mentor
● Application Process
● FAQs



Important Deadlines

January 8, 2021:  must have a mentor by this date. The mentor must sign on to your degree proposal to indicate that he 
or she is your mentor.

February 12, 2021: must have completed and submitted their Degree Proposal to their mentor for approval by this date.

March 19, 2021: All Degree Proposals must be approved by the faculty mentor and submitted to the IS office for final 
approval by this date.

To be promoted to third year your Degree Proposal must be approved.



Suggested Timeline

FEB-MAR

-respond to faculty feedback on proposal                                    
-meet with peer mentor to develop 
alternate plans                                         
-submit proposal for final approval

JAN-FEB

-meet with peer mentor                         
-finalize proposal                                           

-ask peer mentor to edit proposal 
and provide feedback                                    

-Submit proposal to faculty mentor

OCT-DEC

-draft out plan                              
-find faculty mentor               
-ensure they sign on to proposal

SEPT-NOV

- create an account on the plan.intsci.ubc.ca 

website.

-figure out what you want to integrate.

-talk to senior students (peer mentors) to 

develop plan and connect with potential 

faculty mentor.



How to degree proposal
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Vision Statement- example

Theme: Holistic study of chronic disease prevention.

The two disciplines I plan to integrate are physiology 
and preventative medicine. 



Continued

Preventative medicine include keeping a healthy diet and regular exercise to avoid the 
development of risk factors (i.e. high cholesterol) that could lead to chronic diseases. 
Thus, the study of nutrition and exercise will allow me to learn the long-term health 
effects of a good diet and being active. However, despite our best efforts, there is no 
guarantee that we will not develop any of the risk factors. As a result, secondary 
prevention aimed at catching and halting the progression of risk factors via medication 
is important. Furthermore, to correct identify a disease in its early progression would 
require some knowledge of pathophysiological pathways. Therefore, the studies of 
pharmacology and pathology would also be crucial components of my discipline as they 
would illustrate how to identify and manage the existing conditions. Finally, none of 
these treatments would make sense without a comprehensive study of the human 
physiology.



Continued

By integrating physiology, I hope to gain a deeper insight into the interplay of nutrients, 
exercise, and drugs in the broader context of the human body to achieve the end goal 
of keeping us healthy. Although other degree options are available to cover some 
aspects of my proposed direction of study, any one discipline on its own is insufficient 
to provide a holistic understanding of chronic disease and their prevention. As a result, 
only a comprehensive multidisciplinary approach from a physiological, nutritional, 
pharmacological, pathological, and exercise perspective would be sufficient to illustrate 
how chronic diseases could be prevented and managed.

Therefore, I choose to integrate physiology and preventative medicine as my major to 
study the prevention of chronic diseases.



Qualities of Good Vision Statements

● Make it relevant
● Make it specific
● Make it unique and personal
● Include an end goal
● Make it fun! Show that you CARE about what you want to study!



What is expected in a Vision Statement

● WHAT
● HOW
● WHY
● WHY NOT



Vision Statement: The WHAT Factor

● Should be able to categorize WHAT your intended disciplines
● Explain WHAT each will entail
● Disciplines don’t to conform to accepted departments/programs (eg. 

pathophysiology)



Vision Statement: The HOW Factor

● HOW is what you want to explore interesting and original 
● HOW is this achieved by putting your disciplines together
● Discuss specific and concrete topics of interest to you
● Demonstrate HOW knowledge gained by your integration will be valuable



Vision Statement: The WHY Factor

● WHY is this integration right for you?
● WHY will this integration be necessary for your future academic/career 

goals?
● WHY is your integration preparing you for life?



Vision Statement: The WHY NOT Factor

● Defend your choice to build a custom curriculum rather than enroll in a 
standard program

● INTEGRATED SCIENCE IS NOT INTENDED TO DUPLICATE THE OFFERINGS 
OF OTHER PROGRAMS

● Your argument should consist of more than NOT wanting to take specific 
courses and/or labs



Curriculum Rationale: What is expected?
● Make convincing argument that your selected courses support your overall 

integration → clear connection between course content and integration
● Should tie repeatedly back to the themes and goals discussed in the vision 

statement
● EVERY course should be discussed (except for breadth courses)
● Should provide more depth of discussion than the simple UBC Calendar 

definition of the course→ DO NOT COPY AND PASTE (instead look up 
syllabus etc) 

● Explain how each course you’ve selected fits under your designated 
discipline

● Can be done in a “list” form



How to find a Faculty Mentor
THE CONVENTIONAL METHOD: 

● Find a faculty mentor via ISCI website and shot them an email
● Professors are busy; follow up with them if they don’t respond right away 

ALTERNATE METHOD:

● Searing up professors of interests via internet
● Talking to a professor in your favourite class
● Asking faculty, grad students or your peer mentors about professors in your 

field of interest
● DOES NOT have to be a professor in your field of interest



Sample Email for Prospective Faculty 
Mentors

RE: Integrated Sciences Faculty Mentor 

Dear Professor ________, 

Paragraph 1: 
● List your name, year, and faculty 
● List your specific interests i.e. (I’m pursuing a degree in Microbiology and Genomics) 
● Let them know that you think your interests align very well with their area of study. If you want, find a scientific paper that they published 
recently, read it and  mention it in the paper. For example, “I really enjoyed reading your publication in ___________ where you discussed 

_________ because ___________.”  
Paragraph 2: 

● Emphasize that you’re very interested in their work 
● Tell them that as an ISCI student, you are required to find a faculty mentor and that you’d love to discuss a possible 
mentoring relationship ● Invite them to chat sometime at their office and suggest possible times 
● Let them know that the IntSci office will not require a large time commitment from them 

Thank you, 

Your Name



APPLICATION PROCESS

1. Student Submission
2. Mentor Review
3. Returned to student
4. Reviewer
5. Mentor Reviews Comments
6. ISCI approval



FAQ’s

What if my faculty mentor has never mentored before? 

There’s a handout on the Integrated Sciences website for prospective faculty  
mentors that gives them all the information they need. Mary Anne can also meet  
with you and your faculty mentor to discuss the role in detail.

CAN I make changes to my proposal after its approved?

Changes can be made to proposals after they are approved. A student must 
email their mentor with a rationale for the change and once approved the mentor 
or Mary Anne will make the change.

  



FAQ’s

How do I approach the mentor I want?  

Have an idea of what you want to integrate and create a draft of your degree  
proposal for them to look at. The more material you’ve got, the more you can get  
feedback on and the more likely it is a faculty member will agree to be their  
mentor. 

What if the mentor I want doesn’t respond? 

If you don’t get a response first time around, email again in a week! If not, go  
ahead and try someone else.  



NEXT WORKSHOP in NOVEMBER ON:

-Common mistakes in Proposals

-Degree proposal expectations

-Breadth Requirements

-Pre reqs, course availability and grad requirements

-Guidelines of reviewing applications


